
Axios Security Group Discusses Assassination
Attempt of President Trump Highlights Need
for Enhanced EP & Event Security

Trump With Fist In The Air While Secret Service

Escorts Him Off Stage

The incident at a rally in Butler,

Pennsylvania, underscores the urgent

need for increased executive protection

and more stringent security measures.

WASHINGTON  DC, DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA, UNITED STATES, July 16,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The recent

incident at a rally in Butler,

Pennsylvania, where former President

Donald Trump was attacked,

underscores the urgent need for

increased executive protection for

high-value individuals (HVI) and more

stringent security measures for public events.

Incident Overview:

It was terrible to see the

shooting at the rally in PA

with the former President.

As an EP and Security

Company, we understand

the pressures of securing

HVI.  We pray for anyone

who was injured.”

Axios Security Group CEO

Former President Donald Trump was rushed off stage after

gunshots rang out during his rally in Butler, Pennsylvania.

Trump, with blood dripping from his ear, was immediately

surrounded by Secret Service agents and quickly removed

from the scene. The attack resulted in one spectator's

death and left two others in serious condition. The

shooter, who fired from an elevated position outside the

rally, was neutralized by law enforcement.

Details of the Attack:

Trump confirmed he was shot in the ear but reassured the public in a late-night email, stating, "I

will never surrender." Secret Service Spokesman Anthony Guglielmi reported that the shooter

fired multiple shots toward the stage around 6:15 p.m. An AR-style rifle was recovered from the

http://www.einpresswire.com
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Security At The Rally
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scene, according to reports from the

Associated Press and the New York

Times. The shooter, whose identity has

not been disclosed, was confirmed

dead.

Response from Law Enforcement and

Trump’s Team:

Law enforcement officials are treating

the incident as an assassination

attempt. Trump's spokesperson,

Steven Cheung, confirmed that the

former president is "fine" but sought

medical attention following the attack.

Trump expressed his disbelief and

concern, stating, "It is incredible that

such an act can take place in our

Country."

Witness Accounts and Security Lapses

Witnesses: 

Reports from people on the ground

indicated the shooter climbed a

building within 150 yards of the stage

strapped with an AR-15 that was slung

to his back. Additional reports

suggested that some rally attendees

pointed the shooter out to authorities,

but he was not stopped.

Safety Measures: 

Witnesses described lax security

measures beyond the event’s

perimeter. Many were free to roam outside the gate within firing distance, utterly unchecked by

security or authorities.

Diversity and Training Concerns: 

Some believe efforts to achieve diversity within the Secret Service without sufficient training or

assigning individuals based on gender rather than experience have hindered its effectiveness.

The Role of Axios Security Group (ASG) in Executive Protection

https://axiossecuritygroup.com/services/executive-protection-k9-services/


Experience and Expertise:

ASG has earned the trust of elite clients worldwide, including government diplomats,

ambassadors, corporate executives, VIPs, and other high-net-worth individuals. Our agents are

ICON Global Certified Trained, adaptable, and intelligent security practitioners skilled in offensive

and defensive protective methods.

Qualifications of ASG Agents:

Our team comprises Special Operations military personnel and distinguished law enforcement

officials with extensive experience in low-visibility operations, close-quarters combat (CQC)

techniques, and police operational experience.

We continuously update our training and education to stay ahead in executive protection.

Services Offered by ASG:

Protective Movements and Armed Escorts: Ensuring safe transport and escort for VIPs in various

environments.

High-Threat Protection: Providing robust security measures for dignitaries and high-risk

individuals.

International Travel Protection: Securing corporate executives, diplomats, and celebrities during

international travel.

Close Personal Protection: Offering discreet and effective personal security services.

Armed Vehicle Transportation: Ensuring secure and safe transportation in high-risk areas.

Route and Venue Reconnaissance and Clearance: Conducting thorough assessments to ensure

safety.

Security Advance, Counter-Attack, and Counter-Surveillance Teams: Implementing proactive

measures to prevent and respond to potential threats.

Conclusion

The attempted assassination of former President Donald Trump in Butler, Pennsylvania, is a

stark reminder of the ever-present threats faced by high-profile individuals. The incident

highlights the critical need for enhanced executive protection and rigorous security measures at

public events. Axios Security Group stands ready to provide unparalleled security services,

ensuring the safety and protection of our clients in any environment.

Contact Information:

For more information on how Axios Security Group can assist in providing protection and

security, please contact us at (800) 485-3983. Let us help you navigate these challenging times

with confidence and peace of mind.

https://industry-icon.com/training/
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